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20 
A

lines
C L E A N

A20 STD Specs:
LENGTH: 20'/6.10M

BEAM: 98"/2.49M

DRAFT: 27"/0.69M

CAPACITY: 11 persons
FUEL: 48 gal /182L

WEIGHT: 3200 lbs / 1451K

HORSEPOWER: 330 (STD)

PROP: 13.5 x 16 Acme 537
TRAILER: Single Axle
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A20 INTRO
Support copy

SPECS/PHOTOS

KEEP IT
S I M P L E

ALL DAY

EVERY DAY

20 

If you’re looking for a modern, responsive and versatile 
boat that includes everything you need and nothing 
more, the A20 is right up your alley. You’ll be hard-
pressed to find another boat in this class with equal 
performance. With perfectly shaped wakes for riders 
of all levels and the ability to please skiers, this boat 
also is a dream to trailer and store. Simplistic controls 
and trustworthy functionality has many 
people sold on this boat that will always 
turn heads on the water.

AFFORDABLE 
ESSENTIALS IN 
A CONVENIENTLY 
SIZED PACKAGE
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A new driver-side dash system 
highlights the updates for 2013 
featuring a Wedge position 
indicator and auto volume con-
trol. Opt for GPS speed control 
and get the perfect pull every 
time. Everyone will be psyched 
on the speed of our new HI FLO 
pumps/hoses and advanced 
riders will go for the additional, 
Plug N Play ballast. With the  
Wedge down and ballast full, 
the wake will jack up to pro  
levels, helping you with more 
air time to land those elusive 
new moves. Toggle switches are  
updated as well as the heater 
system for those chilly nights 
on the way back to the dock. 
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A new, vinyl grain upholstery will be a comfort to all and resists wear and tear. Clever engineering provides more 
maneuverability of the cockpit cushions, improving storage access, while new grab handles and LED lighting 
accents the interior.
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A
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A22 STD Specs:
LENGTH: 22'/6.71M 
BEAM: 100"/2.54M 
DRAFT: 27"/0.69M

CAPACITY: 15 persons
FUEL: 48 gal /182L

WEIGHT: 3600 lbs /1632K

HORSEPOWER: 330 (STD)

PROP: 13.5 x 16 Acme 537
TRAILER: Tandem Axle

22 
A

goes
S T E A D Y  A S  S H E
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ODDS ARE

G O O D

WINNING

When it’s time to look and feel good on 
the water, the A22 is your wingman. Our 
pro riders choose this boat because it kicks 
a perfect wake with a solid shape, pleasing 
hard-chargers like Dean Smith and Randall 
Harris. While the price tag is easy on your 
wallet, the A22’s aggressive styling and 
clean lines make you look like a baller.

 ALL 
 SYSTEMS

GO

22
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Now in its fifth model year, this 
time-tested legend has aged like a fine 
wine, with improvements and en-
hancements galore. Girls like it, guys 
dig it and families share their best 
moments with it. If your focus is clear 
and you’re ready to shred, the A22 is 
your whip.
 Loads of improvements have been 
made for 2013, including HI FLO bal-
last pumps and hoses, which decrease 
your fill and drain time dramatically. 
This also helps for quick weight adjust-
ments on the fly. Add the Plug N Play  
ballast option for an additional 800 
pounds in the rear and 950 pounds up 
front. Our new, panoramic mirror  
gives the driver a 140-degree view, so 
the rider always is in frame. Optional 
GPS speed control delivers a smooth 
pull, so riders can focus on landing 
new tricks with no worries.
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The 2013 A22 is flaunting updates like the A20, including an improved driver-side dash system, with Wedge 
position indicator and auto volume control. Also designed new for 2013 is the automotive style, three-vent heater 
system in the dash and footwell. People are digging our new vinyl, which is grained for comfort and durability, 
and creates a plush look and feel.
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As our country’s protectors come 
home, they dream about their 
next session on the lake. Since 
our activities stand as amazing 
examples of freedom, the RECON 
edition took shape to recognize 
the men and women who risk 
their lives to help us preserve 
what we love to do. Axis Wake 
Research has supported their 
efforts since day one, and they 
have supported Axis by being a 
soldier’s favorite for our styling, 
simplicity and reasonable price. 
A portion of the proceeds from 
every RECON sold will go to the 
Homes 4 Wounded Warriors 
(homesforwoundedwarriors.com). 
This limited-edition package is 
available on the A20 and A22.

  

Homes 
4WOUNDED

warriors
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  Digital snow camo graphics and vinyl accents
  RECON gel coat scheme
  Charcoal tower
  Branded steering wheel, swim pad & carpet

CUSTOM
FEATURES
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20 
22 

A

unique
B E

STYLE
ARTIST

•  Vandall Edition Graphics
•  Pop-Up Cleats
•  Flip-up Driver’s Bolster
• High-Altitude Prop
• ChillAX Seating
• 3-Outlet Heater
• Upgraded Plug N Play (HI-FLO)
•  Dual-Battery Switch
•  Docking Lights
•  Under-Seat Lighting
•  Bimini Top
•  Custom Cover
•  Swivel Board Racks
•  Custom Vandall Edition Carpet
•  Deck-Trac Non-skid Pads
•  Stereo Option II
•  Plug N Play Ballast Upgrade
•  AutoSet Wedge
•  Depth Finder
•  TrickedOut Trailer Package 
 With Rockstar Wheels

VANDALL EDITION FEATURES INCLUDE

NEW

NEW
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VANDALL
EDITION
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DEAN SMITH This 2010 World Champion is still at the top of 
his game and is at the forefront of today’s progressive wake 
riding. He also goes insanely huge off kickers and is also 
really fun to watch at any cable park across the globe. Being 
from Australia, Dean spends half the year in Oz and half in 
wakeboarding’s epicenter, Orlando, Fla. Dean’s A22 is known 
around town for having a huge, meaty wake and you can 
watch any of Dean’s videos online to see how big and stylish  
he really goes. Anytime you get the chance to hang out with 
Dean it’s guaranteed to be a good time and he has been a 
great addition to the Axis pro team.
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RANDALL “VANDALL” HARRIS has been setting 
the bar for huge air and legit style since he was 13, 
when a lot of riders were still “skiboarding.” Hailing 
from Huntington Beach, Calif., he founded West Side 
Riders (WSR) giving the core group of Cali riders some 
leadership and a vision. Randall’s riding is on another 
scale. He rides 10 feet longer then most pros and about 
5 m.p.h. faster, giving him more time in the air while 
covering huge distances with his one-of-a-kind style — 
the kind you can spot from across the lake. Randall has 
earned global accolades throughout the years, including 
Alliance Wakeboard Magazine’s “Rider Of The Year” in 
both 2002 and ‘07. No other rider has won that coveted 
award twice. Randall is still ripping at full capacity, so 
stay on the lookout for videos and photos throughout 
the year and be sure to scope out the hugely popular 
Vandall Edition A20 and A22.

KEITH LYMAN exploded onto the scene in 2001 with 
tons of energy and a ballistic style. Early on, Keith 
noticed his freeriding ways were hard to contain in a 
contest environment. However, Keith’s way of riding has 
garnered the ultimate respect from most every top pro. 
In 2012, Keith stepped away from the sport he loves to 
pursue a dream with the U.S. Army, now training at a  
U.S. military base. He also played a major role in the 
inspiration and execution of the RECON Edition, now 
available with a 2013 A20 or A22.

TREVER MAUR Some guys just get it — and 
seem to be having more fun than everybody 
else. Twenty-two-year-old Trever Maur is a 
ripper from the California Delta who brings 
mad style and a killer attitude to the Axis 
family. With his wrapped tuck-knee spins and 
legit, between-the-boots grabs, Trever is one 
of the most enjoyable riders to photograph  
and shoot on video. Trever doubles as a 
professional filmer/editor in addition to his 
role as a pro rider. He also runs social media 
for Axis, so be sure to send him your own 
cool photos and follow us at facebook.com/
AxisWakeFan and @AxisWake (Twitter and 
Instagram).
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22 

In 2012, Liquid Force and Axis 
Wake Research joined forces 
to collaborate on several key 
grassroots events and one 
major blowout festival called 
BROstock. Known as the best 
party of the year, with a huge 
prize purse, the A22 delivered 
clean double-ups for two days, 
and we already are looking  
forward to next year’s BROstock!  
Liquid Force founders Tony Finn  
and Jimmy Redmond shred 
regularly behind their Liquid 
Force branded A22 in Southern 
California, the birthplace of 
wakeboarding.
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Standard sub-floor hard tanks create the most reliable and 
convenient method for serving up the perfect wake. Drop 

the Wedge and watch the wake peak up even more.
500

200 200

A22

400

200 200

A20
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Choose to include the optional Plug N Play ballast, which adds up 
to 800 additional pounds to the rear and 950 pounds up front. Add 

weight quickly and conveniently through our new, HI FLO pumps — 
never dealing with the hassle of manual pumps and sacks in your 
way again. It’s perfect for shaping the ultimate wakesurfing wave 

or for juicing up the wake to learn new tricks.

20 
22 

A
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SOUND PACKAGES

SOUND PACK I
•  Sony Splashproof Stereo  

with Auto Volume
•  4 Alpine 6.5" coax marine  

cockpit speakers

SOUND PACK II
•  Sony Splashproof Stereo  

with Auto Volume 
• 6 Alpine 6.5" coax marine bow & cockpit speakers
•  4 Alpine 6.5" coax marine tower speakers  

in Alpha I enclosures
• Alpine 12" Sub with grill
• Alpine 4 Channel Marine Digital Amplifier 
• Alpine 6 Channel Marine Digital Amplifier
• Sony transom remote

SOUND PACK III
•  Sony Splashproof Stereo  

with Auto Volume
•  6 Wet Sounds 6.5" coax marine  

bow & cockpit speakers
•  2 Wet Sounds Pro REV410 horn loaded  

tower speakers
• Wet Sounds 12" Sub with grill
• Wet Sounds Syn 4 Amp
• Wet Sounds Syn 6 Amp
• Sony transom remote

Whether you order our Alpine 
or WetSounds systems, 
everyone else is going to 
want to turn their stereo off 
when you come by. 

NEW

NEW

NEW
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We design and manufacture all of our 
towers in-house. That is one of the ways 
we save on costs to bring you a better 
value. This also allows us better quality 
control. Stylish and functional, the Axis 
Wake Research V2 tower has a hinged 
base and folds down easily for storage. 
Deck it out with speakers, a bimini of 
your choice, new panoramic mirror and  
spinning board racks to utilize the tower  
to its full potential. Available in black, 
white, and new for 2013, charcoal.

• Quick-release knobs
• Swivel board racks
• Mirror bracket w/integrated  
 bottle opener
• V2 tower
• Fixed combo racks
• PTM mirror
• Bimini top
• Z5 cargo rack

TOWER OPTIONS INCLUDE: 
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When it comes to the powertrain, low-end  
torque, time-to-plane and reliable speed  
control are just a few areas of prime focus  
at Axis Wake Research. Choose from the 
following Monsoon engines and be sure 
to talk with your dealer about which 
precision-machined propeller is best for 
your performance needs. Our standard 
5.7L delivers plenty of juice to get you 
out of the water on anything — boards, 
skis and tubes. If you need the ultimate 
in power (and wake size), then you will 
choose the Corvette LS3 engine. This bad 
boy delivers 450 HP and will turn your 
boat into the ultimate ride with perfect, 
meaty wakes.

Monsoon 330HP 5.7L CAT
Monsoon 350HP 5.7L CAT
Monsoon 410HP 409/L96 6.0L CAT
Monsoon 450HP 427/LS3 6.2L CAT
Salt Series Available
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STANDARD:     A20         A22
Monsoon 330HP 5.7L CAT  •        •
SkyBox Slide Seating  •        •
Wakebox HI FLO Ballast System  •        •
Boatmate Trailer  •        •
Above Engine Warming Bin  •        •
AXray Kick Panels  •        •  

Cruise Control  •        •
Shark Fin  •        •
FatAX Wakeboard Tower  •        •
Swivel Driver’s Seat  •        •
Storage LED Lighting  •        •
Dripless Shaft Seal  •        •
OPTIONS:
ENGINE

Monsoon 330HP 5.7L CAT  •        •
Monsoon 350HP 5.7L CAT  •        •
Monsoon 410HP 409/L96 6.0L CAT  •        •
Monsoon 450HP 427/LS3 6.2L CAT  •        •
Salt Series Available  •        •
 

TOWER

FatAX V2 Tower  •        •
White Tower  •        •
Charcoal Tower  •        •
Swivel Wakeboard Rack  •        •
Fixed Wakeboard Rack  •        •
Tower Mirror Bracket  •        •
Z5 Cargo Bimini  •        •
Quick Collapse Knobs  •        •
Bimini  •        •

SAFETY, COMFORT     A20         A22
AND CONVENIENCE

Drop-In Cooler   •        •
Pull-Up Cleats   •        •
Flip-Up Bolster Seat   •        •
ChillAX Center Flip Up Seats •        •
3-Outlet Heater   •        •
Deck Trac Non Skid   •        •
Removable Carpet   •        •
W/S Mount 140 ° Mirror •        •
Tatami Mat   •        •
Stainless Steel Cup Holders  •        •
PERFORMANCE

Plug N Play HI FLO Ballast  •        •
5-Blade Prop   •        •
High-Altitude Prop   •        •
Auto-Set Wedge   •        •
 

STEREO

Sound Pack III (Wet Sounds)  •        •
Sound Pack II (Alpine)  •        •
Sound Pack I (Alpine)  •        •
Optional Transom Remote  •        •
MISC 

Docking Lights   •        •
Under-Seat LED Lighting  •        •
Depth Finder   •        •
Custom Cover   •        •
Dual-Battery Switch   •        •
Transom Underwater Lighting •        •
Ski Pylon    •        •
Second Shark Fin  •        •
GPS Cruise w/Compass •        •

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

GARAGE SPECS:
A20 BREAKDOWN SPECS:
Total Length: 20'8"/6.096m with platform removed, wedge down, and trailer tongue folded
Total Length: 22'3"/6.782m with platform installed and trailer tongue folded
Total Height on trailer: 6'10"/2.08m (tower folded down)
Total Width on trailer: 102"/2.59m at guide posts

A22 BREAKDOWN SPECS:
Total Length: 22'9"/6.93m with platform removed, wedge down, and trailer tongue folded
Total Length: 24'3"/7.39m with platform installed and trailer tongue folded
Total Height on Trailer: 6'10"/2.08m (tower folded down)
Total Width on Trailer: 102"/2.59m at guide posts
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GRAPHIC OPTIONS
STANDARD VANDALL EDITION RECON EDITION

FLIPSIDE

STRAIGHT UP

SOLID

TRICKED OUT

PACKAGES
VANDALL EDITION PACKAGE 
(See Vandall Edition page for options)

RECON EDITION PACKAGE 
(See RECON Edition page for options)

SALT SERIES PACKAGE:
•  Salt Series Engine
•  Flush Kit w/ Transom Inlet
•  Grounded and Bonded Sacrificial Anodes
•  Tatami Mat Carpet
•  Galvanized Trailer
• Sea Strainer

TRICKED-OUT TRAILER PACKAGE
•  Color Match Paint (metallic available)
•  18" XD Rockstar Wheels
•  11" Wide Fenders
•  Axis Wake Runway Lighting
•  5-Bar Aluminum Tread on Steps and Fenders
•  2-Tone Paint or Polished Stainless Fenders
•  Stainless Retractable Transom Straps

COLOR OPTIONS

GEL COAT OPTIONS

METALLICS

RED

CHARCOAL

SILVERBLUE

EBONY WHITE EXTREME GREEN

MIDNIGHT BLUEHOT ORANGE LIGHT GRAPHITE

MOONBEAM PLATINUM REGAL

YELLOWVAPOR BLUEREUBEN

CHARCOAL DARK BLUE DRIFTWOOD

NEW
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Owning an Axis® wake boat does more than turn heads at the ramp

It says that you and your family understand performance, appreciate the perfect balance of style, simplicity and value for your hard-earned dollars.



Visit us online or call for a plant tour: 
(865) 458-5478

20
22

A


